**WEEK 1 (Saturday, Mar 28)**

- Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
- $10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

- April Hunt, One Emory
- Frank Brow, Fancious and Rowdy Trailblazers
- James Allen, Blow Away Runners
- Jason Patel, Team Spiny
- Josh Gilbert, PDC Champions
- Katie Green, LITS Comfortable Louchers
- Megan Frohde, Diet Walks the Walk
- Norman Holme, Biomeyer Runners
- Sharon Rogers, DOM Red Hot Chili Steppers
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- James Alston, Blomeyer Runners
- Dora Niculas, Mandalorians
- Jaymin Patel, Team Spivey
- Inez Efejuku, no1fightsalone
- Josh Gilbert, PDC Champions
- Kim Landmon, Smyrna Avengers
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**WEEK 2 (Thursday, April 2)**

- Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
- $10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

- Francis Fernandes, LITS AV & Video Services
- Jessica Gourdet
- Joel Eggenborn, OP Research
- Jon Hamilton, Not Fast Just Furious
- Joyce Oda
- Laura Fox-Guthartson, Lake Skywalkers
- Matthew Whalle, Grady Anesthesia
- Robin Rhenkm, The RHS Walkabolics
- Tony Thomas, EAC Power Walkers
- Veronica Metley, Emory Midtown I.D. Dept.
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**WEEK 3 (Monday, April 6)**

- Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
- $10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

- Danielle Rubenstein, GBS West Wing Walkers
- Denese Jester, ECAS Connections
- Helen Baker, Do bicyclists walk?
- Jesse Rogers, One Step at a Time
- Libby Livingston, Retired Couch Potatoes, GBS
- Nicole Hipslo, GBS West Wing Walkers
- Paul DeSanto, Emory Palliative Care
- Peter Merly, PSC Banners
- Renn McClements-Copley, TCC Team Copeped
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**WEEK 4**

- Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
- $10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

**WEEK 5**

- Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
- $10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

**WEEK 6**

- Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
- $10 Grocery Store Gift Cards